
Psychology Program Standards Aligned with College Standards 

'.00 COLLEGE STANDARDS FOR FACULTY EVALUATION 
fhe additional Psychology Program Standards, where relevant, appear in italics. 

The faculty of the Psyclwlogy Program supports the Standards of the College and School of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences and intendfor the elements of this documentto.fiwther elucidate the areas of teaching, scholarship, and service 
.fi·om the perspective of the Psychology Program. 

The College expects faculty to excel in a variety of ways and to balance teaching, scholarship/creative activity, and 
service effectively. Sustained excellence in teaching is a necessary but not in itself a sufficient condition for tenure or 
promotion to higher rank. Except in unusual circumstances, scholarship leading to peer-reviewed publication and/or peer 
reviewed creative activity is also a requirement for tenure and promotion to higher rank. Any exception to the expectation 
will be documented in writing. Faculty are also expected to contribute to College, community and/or professional life 
through service activities. 

5.1 COLLEGE STANDARDS 

5.1.1 This section outlines College standards for the evaluation of all faculty and the process whereby Divisional and 
Program standards, consistent with the College standards are re-stated in terms consistent with the character of the 
different Divisions and disciplines. 

5. 1.2 The College expects all faculty to meet and continue to meet these standards. For probationary faculty the College 
will expect consistent evidence of positive development in all areas of evaluation. Adjunct, part-time, and tenured 
faculty are expected to sustain an overall pattern of excellence consistent with their rank and assigned responsibilities. 

< .1.3 The College recognizes that faculty members, either in response to evaluations or in the interest of continuing 
itality, may create individual paths towards excellence in a blend of teaching, scholarship/creative activity and service 

that allows them to distinguish themselves. Consistent accomplishment over time will be evaluated positively, while 
recognizing that a candidate's relative contributions to the campus community in terms of teaching/scholarly/professional 
activity and service normally will vary over time. Therefore, sh01t periods of relatively less activity in one area should be 
complemented by greater activity in the others, producing balance and a consistently high level of accomplishment 
overall. 

5.1. 3.1 For example, the need to demonstrate scholarly activity through publications prior to tenure may mean 
that contributions in the area ()[service are initially more limited. When appropriate, activities whichfit(/ill 
re.1ponsibilities in Moor more areas can be most efficient. For example, a faculty member may involve students 
in service learning activities designed to meet a critical community need and conduct carefid empirical study of 
outcomes, which would be published or presented in a sc/wlarly forwn. 

5.1.3.2 While it is necessmy to demonstrate high quality teaching, scholarship, and service, the most appropriate 
balance of effort and output across the three core responsibilities will vary by individual faculty member, and 
across one 's career. 

5.1.3.3 Each faculty member should develop his or her professional career in a manner consistent with individual 
talents, interests and goals, and with program needs. 

5.1.4 Psyclwlogy.faculty are e.\pected to meet the college standards in a manner that is consistent with the Psychology 
Program mission, asfo/lows: 

5.1.4.1 111e program's prilllOIJ' instructional emphasis is to provide psycholog;' undergraduate students with a 
strong .foundation in psychological principles enabling them to advance the discipline oj'psycholog;' and address 
the needs of society. The program also provides an educationalfoundation for students who will apply 
psychological principles to other disciplines and activities. 
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5.1.4.2 The program·.,. scholarlv activilies include efforls lo discover, produce, integral e. apply, and disseminale 
psyclwlogical knowledge /o enhance !he profession, and Ia develop new solutions lo praclical problems. As a 
program, we encourage individualfacully members 10 pursue scholarly activities that are based on/heir inleres/s, 
skills, and opportunities. We value !he varia/ion in knowledge produc/s ojfaculty depending upon the specially 
area in which !hey are working. For example, facully wilh a practitioner emphasis (e.g., induslriallorganizalional 
psychology, psyc/wlogy in the public inleresl, and clinical!cozmseling psychology) may have knowledge 
production in app/iedforums (e.g. program establishmenl and evaluation, intervenlions and assessmenls, 
organizational change), whilefacully working in more traditional areas ofpsychology (e.g., developmental 
psychology, cognitive psychology, and experimental psychology) may have products oriented /awards basic 
research aclivilies (e.g. observa/ion, controlled experimentation, and laboratmy research). 

5.1. 4.3 Sen• ice lo the program, college, and community is an import em/ dimension ojfaculty life. The program 
recognizes !he value o{applyingfaculty and studenl skills, expertise, or scholarship lo address !he needs o{the 
larger cmnmunily as well as the college and !he program. Where appropriate, the inlegration of these service 
aclivities info leaching and scholarship is ideal and encouraged. 11w psychology program expects ilwl a/lj{!Cully 
include various aspect q/service in their regular activities. 

5.1.4. 4 71w Psychology Program is committed Ia encouraging excellence in itsfacully and siudellls. To !his end, il 
is essenliallo recognize, and reward ihrough /enure and promo/ion, meriloriousfacully accomplishmenl in/he 
tradilional areas ofjitcully activity: leaching, scholarship, and service. Each is essential to !he development cmd 
operation o{ an outslanding program and the assurance of sowzd academic programs. 

6.0.0. ELABORATION OF COLLEGE STANDARDS FOR TEACHING FACULTY 

6.1.0. Teaching 

6. I. I Educating students, both inside and outside the classroom, studio, or laboratory is the College's primary 
purpose. Therefore, performance in teaching carries the greatest weight in the evaluation of faculty. All aspects of 
teaching, including preceptorial teaching, will be evaluated in order to gain a clear understanding of each faculty 
member's performance. 

6. I .2 In broad terms excellence in teaching is characterized by: 

6. I .2. I A thorough and current command of the subject matter, teaching techniques and methodologies of 
the disciplines one teaches. 

6.1 .2.2 Sound course design and delivery in all teaching assignments- whethe•· program or General 
Studies, introductory or advanced offerings- as evident in clear learning goals and expectations, content 
reflecting the best available scholarship or mtistic practices, and teaching techniques aimed at student 
learning. 

6. I .2.3The ability to organize course material and to communicate this information effectively. The 
development of a comprehensive syllabus for each course taught, including expectations, grading and 
attendance policies, and the timely provision of copies to students. 

6. I .2.4 Excellence in teaching also entails respect for students as members of the Stockton academic 
community, the effective response to student questions, and the timely evaluation of and feedback to 
students. 

6. I .3 Where appropriate, additional measures of teaching excellence are: 

6. I .3. I Ability to use technology in teaching. 

6. I .3.2 The capacity to relate the subject matter to other fields of knowledge. 



6. I .3 .3 Seeking opportunities outside the classroom to enhance student learning of the subject matter. 

6.1.4 In Psychology, we also value teaching that engages students in addressing professional, commw1ity and 
social issues and needs. 

6.1.5 Psyclwlogyfaculty members are generally expected to teach and contribute to the core curriculum of the 
program, as well as the upper level (}{ferings in the program. Faculty shall also contribute to the college-wide 
general studies curriculum, and are encouraged, when appropriate, to contribute to tracks and/or minor 
programs related to interest and e.\pertise, as well as to the college's writing and quantitative reasoning 
offerings. 

6.1.5.1 Special courses, such as those taught asfit!fillment ofgrant obligations, experimental programs, 
statewide programs, or college-wide programs will count in place of general studies e.\pectations, 
provided that such course offerings are in keeping with the missions (}/'the program and the college. 

6.1.6 The Psychology Programfixulty are e.\pected to incmpomte a variety of ways to demomtrate teaching 
excellence, in addition to the stude111 evaluations using the IDEA instrument. Individua/faculty members may 
have a unique wa)' ofdect!ing with the challenges of teaching. Faculty members are expected to select ways that 
demonstrate teaching effectiveness in a manner consistent with their course goals and content, individual skills 
and talents, and pedagogical values consistent with the college and program missions. Thefollowing are some 
examples of how Psyclwlogy Programfaculty members can document teaching effectiveness: 

6.1. 6. I S):stematic student evaluatiom of classroom teaching (IDEA, SET). 

6.1.6.2 Independent seiFevaluation o,lteaching. Examples include, but are not limited to: 

6. I. 6. 2.1 A reflective statement or teaching philosophy. 

6.1. 6.2.2 Independent self-assessments of pedagogy conducted during courses. 

6.1. 6.3 Peer review ofsyllabi, exams, and other teaching materials. While this is expected to be a 
component of the peer review of classroom teaching, these items should also he included in the 
candidate 'sftle. 
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6.1. 6. 4 Peer review of' classroom teaching. In accordance with the procedures detailed in section 7. 3.3 of 
the College Procedure for Evaluation of Faculty and Librm)' Faculty, prior to tenure, faculty members 
shall be observed and evaluated in at least two classes annually by a tenured.faculty member. 

6.1. 6. 5 Evidence of the impact of teaching on scholarship or service. Examples include, but are not 
limited to: 

6.1. 6.5.1 Supervism)' roles in projectsfor distinction and/or independent studies and/orfteld 
placements. 

6.1.6. 5.1.1 Committee membership in projects for distinction is also highly valued, with 
the understanding that the depth of contributions byf(1cu/ty supervisors is greater than 
that offacu/ty committee members. 

6.1.6. 5.2 Student:faculty collaborations through co-authored COI!ference presentations. 

6.1. 6.5. 3 Student faculty collaborations through co-authored or published/accepted nwnuscripts. 

6.1. 6. 6 Curricular contributions. This may consist of course innovations, new courses implemented to 



meel demauds a/the program/field or to reflect paradigmatic chauges iuthejield, aud expausion upou 
one's course olleriugs. 
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6.1. 6. 7 Program-wide pedagogical iuitiatives. Program-wide initiatives may take mauyforms, iucluding 
e[lective leadership or regular participation in sustaiued pedagogical initiatives (e.g., Psi Chi, 
Psvclwlogy Club, and Psychology LaboratOIJ', awards a/Program Distiuction, program assessment) and 
new pedagogical initiatives as they develop. 

6. 1.6.8 Lettersfi·omformer students. Facultv seeking teuure and promotion may include solicited or 
uusolicited lettersfi·omformer students to include infile. 

6.1. 6. 9 Recoguition a,/ teaching excellence (awards). Awards by studellf proxy or by peer proxy will be 
equallv weighted 

6. I. 6.I 0 College-wide pedagogical initiatives. Examples may include, but are uotlimited to: 

6.I. 6.I 0.1 Participatiou in college-wide assessment o/pedagogy. 

6. I. 6.I 0. 2 Course contributions to externai~vfunded grant initiatives. 

6.I. 6. I 0. 3 Engagemenl in college-wide programs or initialives aimed at enhanciug pedagogy 
where !here is s)'stematic assessmenl olpedagogy obiec/ives. 

6. I. 6.II Additioncll evidence a,/ teaching excellence not already mentioued or thai may arisefi·om 
opportunities, as deemed appropriate hyfaculty member 

".2 Scholarly and Creative Activity 

6.2.1 The teacher-scholar model recognizes that a serious and continuing commitment to scholarship or creative 
activity enriches teaching and is the foundation of sustained excellence within the classroom. 

6.2.2 Publications and creative work in support of reappointment and tenure are those achieved during the 
applicant's probationary period. Activity in support of a post-tenure promotion or range adjustment is that work 
completed since the most recent promotion or 1·ange adjustment. 

6.2.3 The College recognizes a wide variety of scholarly vehicles: disciplinary or interdisciplinary research, 
pedagogical research, applied research, integrative scholarship, artistic or creative activity, grant acquisition. 
Scholarly or creative activities may take many forms and use different vehicles to communicate with the broader 
academic community. 

6.2.3. I The College 1·ecognizes that the time and effo1t required to complete scholarly or artistic projects may 
vary markedly among disciplines and sub- disciplines. Such variance is addressed in approved divisional and 
program standards. 

6.2.3.1.11n Psychology, time and effort required to complete scholarly activity varies markedly, and it is 
impractical to specijj• these amounts pre-requisite for promotion. Faculty members are encouraged, 
inslead, to develop and mailllain a program of research that demonstrates their capacity to bring 
scholarly projects to a close, and to follow a time course appropriate to the scope, nature, and their 
involvemelll ill the knowledge producl. 

6.2.4 It is always the case that the burden is on the candidate to document the excellence of one's work. In cases 
of shared or multiple authorship, clarification of the degree of one's pmticipation is expected. In cases of 
conference presentations or proceedings, clarification should be provided with regard to the selectivity of the 
review process. Typically, central to judgments regarding scholarly and creative activity are: 



6.2.4.1 The capacity to bring scholarly or creative projects to completion. 

6.2.4.2 A mix of scholarly activities appropriate to one's appointment, e.g., in some cases scholarly 
activity wi II be primary, in others creative activity. 

6.2.4.3 Judgments of the worth and significance of the work by those qualified to make such judgments. 
These may include disciplinary peers, professional organizations, ad hoc groups such as evaluation, 
judging, or refereeing panels. 

6.2.4.4 Documentation of the impact of one's work 
• with students 
• within the scholarly area 
• within higher education generally 
• on documented standards of best practices in pedagogy 
• in the application of one's work 
• as evident in citations of one's work 
• on public policy or institutions 
• in the mtistic/cultural realm 
• or in educational settings 

6.2.4.5 Just as in the case of traditional scholarship involving the discovery of new knowledge, when 
one's work consists of pedagogical, integrative or applied scholarship, its significance may be 
documented by demonstration of clear goals, adequate preparation, appropriate methods, significant 
results, effective presentation, and reflective critique. Presentation before peers and colleagues and 
advancing the discipline are also expectations of alternate forms of scholarship. 

6.2.4.6 The College understands excellence in a variety of scholarly or creative activities to embody the 
following: 

6.2.4.6.1 Books should be published by r·eputable academic or trade presses and reviewed in 
appropriate journals. 

6.2.4.6.2 Articles, essays, and creative writings should be published in appropriate scholarly 
journals, whether print or electronic. Some assessment should be made as to the quality of the 
journal in which the piece appears; in particular, its scholarly reputation and whether or not the 
journal or proceedings are peer reviewed. 

6.2.4.6.3 Scholarly and creative activity that involves students as co-presenters, co-participants, 
or co-authors. 

6.2.4.6.4 A presentation should be evaluated on the quality of its content and on the prestige of 
the meeting where it was delivered. Qualitative judgments are best made when copies of 
presentations are made available. National and regional meetings should rank higher than local 
meetings in most instances. Scholarly presentations should be ranked more highly than non
scholarly ones. Competitive selections as well as presentations receiving disciplinary 
acknowledgement for excellence should be noted. In most disciplines a record of scholarship 
based on presentations alone will not be evaluated as highly as one including refereed 
publications. 

6.2.4.6.5 Work in the arts may be evaluated by a number of different measures: assessment of its 
quality by peers or professional critics; the reputation of the gallery, museum, or other artistic 
venue where it is shown or presented; the respect afforded the organization for which it is 
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performed or under contract; or some other measure of its success or impact (e.g. royalties, 
awards, or impact on public debate or on other artists). 
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6.2.4.6.6 Other forms of scholarly or creative activity that may appear in emerging scholarly or 
atiistic media may be included as well, provided that comparable standards of peer review can be 
applied to them. 

6.2.4.6.7 Reviews (if submitted as documentation) from appropriate journals may be included. 
Where reviews are included in a file as evidence of the worth of scholarly or miistic work, 
attention should .be given to the professional credentials of the reviewer and the reputation of the 
journal or publication. 

6.2.4.6.8 Professional activities undertaken as a practitioner or consultant are considered 
scholarly activity when they go beyond the routine application of knowledge to the creation of 
new knowledge and the development of new standards for practice. Such qualities distinguish 
between scholarship and professional service. Those making the judgments regarding the 
standards for applied research necessarily involve more than clients and include academic peers 
familiar with the area of practice under consideration. 

6.2.4.6.9 In those disciplines with strong expectations of practice to maintain current competency, 
appropriate standm·ds for determining the significance of this work will be developed at the 
program level and approved through the standard procedure. 

6.2.4.6.1 0 Grants or monetary awards that are fimded or reviewed as fundable from governmental 
or non-governmental organizations arc considered examples of scholarship if those grants and 
awards are subject to external peer review. 

6.2.4.6.11 Faculty engaged in community outreach can make a difference in their communities 
and beyond by defining or resolving relevant social problems or issues, by facilitating 
organizational development, by improving existing practices or programs, and by enriching the 
cultural life ofthe community. Scholarship may take the form of widely disseminating the 
knowledge gained in community-based projects in appropriate professional venues in order to 
share its significance with those who do not benefit directly from the project. 

6.2.5Jn addition, the Psychology Program expects that a// faculty will develop a scholarly program. The 
P.1yc!w!ogy Program recognizes that scholarship comes inmanyforms. This is particularly true in the 
psyclwlogical sciences, as represell/ed by ourj(tculty. We, therefore, understand that the purposes and audiences 
for our scholarship may vmJ' considerably. We embrace four overlapping areas of scholarship to include: 
discove1y (creating and sharing knowledge), integration (providing meaning by placing knowledge in context), 
application (activeZJ' engaging with societ)~. and teaching and learning (helping others gain understanding). 
These types of scholarship arefitlly explicated in Boyer(/ 990). Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of the 
Professoriate and are equally valued by the psychology program. The program expects that the scholarship of 
faculty members may emphasize one or a combination of these types oj'scholarship. Because there are numerous 
ways for P.1yclwlogy faculty members to achieve excellence in scholarship, it is impractical to specify product 
types prerequisite to promotion. Following, however. are characteristics oj'sclwlarly-products that/he program 
will consider as evidence of scholarly excellence. 

6. 2. 5.1 The product's basic form or mode of dissemination. In almost all cases, it will he important/hat 
faculty publish their work in peer-reviewed or refereed venues (joumals, monographs, edited volumes) 
and/or books as an author or editor. 

6.2. 5.1.1 Research grants, received and appliedfor. arejiwther evidence of an active research 
program. Externally_fimded competitive grants are comidered equivalent in weight to peer 
reviewed publications, the rationale being thaljimded grants have undergone a rigorous peer-
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review process. Grallls notfimded may be considered scholarly if they arefavorablv evaluated by 
objective peer reviewers. ?11e competitiveness and scope ojfunded grants will be considered, and 
may be weighted more heavi~v than any single publication 

6.2.5.1.2 Conference presentations are an additiona/wcw to disseminate the results()/ 
scholarship. Cm1ference presentations are a valuable addition to the scholarship por(folio. 
However, they are generally not valued as highly as peer-reviewed publications. Presentations a/ 
intemationa/ or national meetings ol/eading organizations in one 'sfie/d are generally more 
highly valued than those a/ regional venues, which are more highly valued them statewide or local 
venues. 

6. 2. 5.I. 3. Scholarly leadership is also valued, where faculty who chair or organize a conference 
also disseminate the cm1ference proceedings to an audience o{their professional peers. It is 
e.\pected that the content of the proceedings be peer-reviewed 

6.2.5.2 Nature oft he product's content. Publications may i11clude original research in the candidate's 
field of study, interdisciplinary scholarship, pedagogical research, and scholarship in areas outside the 
ccmdidate's .1pecia/ty. Except inwws1wl circumstances, scholarship o{Psycho/ogy/(lcu/ty should enrich 
or advance the understanding oflmman or animal behavior. 

6.2.5.3 Nature o[the f{lcultvmember involvement. Faculty members will be evaluated hy the quality and 
quantity of their contributions to the scholarly product, where quality is defined by tile importance of 
contribution to the field, t)Jle o{publication, quality and reputation of the publication and presentation 
venue, and thefaculty member's role in bringing the product to completion The faculty member is 
expected to provide evidence of the quality of their contribution. In addition, the program places verv 
high value on scholarship that includes students as co-presenters, co-participants, and/or co-authors, and 
all such work should be documented. 

6. 2. 5. 4 Primary audience o{user-grOII/1 product. Pmfess ion a/ peers and 1 he general pr()fessional or 
scientific commw1ity are more higllly valued as target audiences than .1pecialized groups and 
undergraduates. Faculty members are encouraged to consider the impact of their product. Where high 
impact can be demonstrated, the program considers this to he of' utmost importance, and the nature()( the 
target audience less so. 

6.2.5.5 A given scholarly product may show strengths injew, some, or all oft he characteristics()/ 
scholarly excellence discussed above (6. 2. 4.I-6. 2. 4. 5). In keeping with the standards of the field, products 
that show strengths in all ()/these areas will be evaluated more favorably than those that show strength in 
fewer areas. 

6. 2. 5.5.I P.IJ'Citology has 110 specific quantitv requirements for scholarly products. I Iowever, 
faculty products showing strengths in the characteristics described in sections 6.2.4.1-6.2.4.5 of 
this document ar~ weighted more heavily than those products that show fewer strengths. 

6.3.0. College and Community Service 

6.3.1 The faculty role includes contributions to the achievement of the College's mission through effective 
participation in governance activities including leadership roles at the program, divisional, or College-wide levels. 
These contributions may require the capacity to work collaboratively with other members oft he College 
community, including activities related to alumni and the College Foundation. 

6.3.2 Faculty may also contribute in broader arenas such as state or regional organizations or disciplinary 
associations. In addition, faculty may contribute to the College's public mission through service to our 
community, region, and the State or the Nation. 
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6.3.3 Normally the College expects probationary faculty to serve the College and community in selected 
activities, while faculty who are tenured and/or of senior rank would be expected to have more substantial records 
in this area, as demonstrated by achievements in leadership on campus and to their disciplines and professional 
organizations. 

6.3.4 Evaluation of achievements in this area focuses on the significance of patticipation, the impact of service, 
the scope of responsibilities, and the effectiveness of participation. Clear goals, adequate preparation and 
appropriate methods of providing service, significant results of the service, and reflection on the contribution and 
its usc to improve the quality of future service are all aspects of documenting achievement in campus and 
community sel'vice. 

6. 3. 4. I A faculty member's service activities should be well integrated into his/her philosophy, expertise, 
and capabilities. These activities should, in general, be consistent with pmgram and college missions. 

6.3.4.2 Asj(icultv members move through reappointment, tenure, al/{1 promotion ranks, their advancing 
skills and knowledge are expected to be reflected in the importance and quality of'service. 

6.3.4.3 Service and citizenship are important components of'ajilculty memher's position and key elements 
to be considered in evaluation for reappointment, tenure, and promotion While a/lforms oj'cilizenship 
and service are commendable, some are more valued and appropriate than others. For example, the 
demonstration of active committee participation or serving as an e._ffective chair is meritorious, and 
fcicullv are obligated to provide evidence demonstrating their contributions. Sen•ing as a mmmillee 
member is less meritorious them leading a committee, when meaning/it! outputs and outcomes are 
demonstrated in both cases. 

6.3.4.4. Faculty are expected to demonstrate capabilities in meeting new and changing institutional 
responsibilities and assignments. 

6.3 .5 Evidence of effectiveness in College or community service may include such items as: 

6.3.5. I One or more instances when one has used one's professional skills or knowledge for the benefit of 
the College, or of a non-college group or individual. 

6.3.5.2 Contributions to professional organizations that are focused on service or professional 
responsibility as opposed to scholarship, research, or artistic/creative work. For example, an officcrship or 
service on a professional board may be more appropriately listed here, whereas editing a special issue of a 
journal may be more appropriately listed under the section on scholarship. 

6.3.5.3 General civic or community activities to which one has contributed one's professional skills or a 
significant amount oftime, talent, energy, and involvement beyond that which might be expected by the 
usual citizen or member. 

6.3.5.4 Faculty members are e.\pected to provide evidence for the impact, ~ffectiveness, and their 
individual roles in service activities, · 

6.3.6 While allfaculty are expected to engage in program service, the amount and type of' community and 
professional se1·vice is expected to vmy along with the strengths and interests of' the faculty member. 

6. 3. 6.1 Because different skills lend to different emphases, faculty are expected to direct/heir service 
eflorts towards those activities that are congruent with individual strengths, interests, a/l{lfaculty plans. 

6. 3.6. 2 Where appropriate, individualfaculty members may shift their balance of' effort among 
cmmmmily, prof'essional, college and program service. Periods of greater or lesser emphasis on some 
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types of service should he complemented by greater or lesser emphasis 011 other fJJJes service, produci11g 
bala11ce and a consistent!)' high level ofservice, overall. 

6. 3. 7 Examples ofprogram service i11clude, but are not limited to: 

6.3. 7.1 Active involvement Iii the collective l1j'e o(the P.1yclw/ogy Program, such as: 

6. 3. 7. I. I Regular al/endance at program meetings. 

6.3. 7.1.2 A collegial and help(ul approach to course scheduling, which helps the program to meet 
demand/iN' seats, particularly in required courses. 

6.3. 7.1.3 l'arlicipaling in the hiring of new faculty that meet/he need1· and mission of the college. 
(review and selection ojfina/ists, illlerviewing, and selection process). 

6.3. 7.1.4 Encouraging student involvement in various activities sponsored hy program, 
Ps)'clwlogy Club, and/or Psi Chi. 

6. 3. 7. I. 5 Once tenured, becoming m1 active member of the program's Personnel Commil/ee (i.e. 
carq.fltl~v reviewingfilesfor reappointment, tenure, and promotion; active participation in 
discussion about candidates merits; and intl1e rendering of a program decision on such 
applications). Examples include: 

6.3. 7.1.5.1 Writing program/elfers to be included in candidate's persmmeljile. 

6. 3. 7. I. 5. 2 Peer reviews. 

6.3. 7.1.5.3 Consulting with faculty candidates. 

6. 3. 7. 2 Leading or serving on l'.IJdw/ogy Program:1· Committees and assisting with various prot,TI'am 
initiatives. 

6.3. 7.3 Contributing to the planning ofthefuture of the program. 

6. 3. 7. 4 Serving as advisor to the Psychology Club or Stockton Psi Chi Chapter. 

6.3. 7.5 Mentoring new faculty members. 

6.3. 7.6 Working in a collegia/fashion with co/leagues within p.1ycho/ogy and in other programs. 

6. 3. 8 Examples of college service include, but are not limited to: 

6.3. 8.1 A clive participation 011 college-wide commillees. 

6.3.8.2 Becoming m1 officer of the Faculty Assembly. 

6.3.8.3 Being a member of Board ()(Trustee commillee(.l). 

6.3.8.4 Aclive parlicipation in college-wide taskforces. 

6.3. 8.5 Parlicipating in ac/ivities of/he SFT (.'ilockton Federal ion oj'Teachers), becoming an ~~fficer, e/c. 

6. 3.8. 6 Scholarly present a/ions to !he college comm1111ily. 

6.3.8. 7 Organizing cm?ferences or other events at the college. 
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6. 3.il.8 Serving as an advisor lo non-psyclwlogy sludent organizalions. 

6.3. 8. 9 Cues/lecturing Ia courses in olher programs or divisions. 

6.3.8. IO Allendance a/ various col/egefimclions. 

6.3.9 Examples of professional service include, bu! are nollimi!ed /o: 

6. 3. 9. I Chairing panels a/local, regional, nalional, or intemational conferences. 

6. 3. 9.2 Serving as a readerfor conferences, journals, or publishing houses. 

6. 3. 9. 3 Serving on commillees of psyclwlogy organizations or olher professional organizations rela!ed lo 
one's training. 

6.3.9.4 Serving as an officer ofpsyclwlogy organizations or olher organization rela!ed /o one's 1rai11ing. 

6. 3. 9.5 Praclicing psychology, including preparatio11for licensure examinalion (case prepara!io11, 
supervised clinical hour.1) psyc/wlogical assessmen/, ps)dwtherapy, and consulting work. 

6. 3. 9. 6 Fieldwork relaling 10 a faculty member's disciplinmy knowledge such as consul ling, asgessme/11, 
direcling JWn-pro_jil organizalions, providing leadership on committees or taskforces u/exlemal 
organizations, developing conmumity-based programs, and serving 011 conuuw1i~V ur organization 
boards. 

6. 3. 9. 7. Professional leadership is a valued service Ia thefield, and may be demons/rated !hrough !he 
application o.f one's expertise lo organize conferences or create meelingforums wilhin !he facult)' 
member's domain ofprofessional experlise. In all cases, faculty must provide evidence for !his leadership 
and describe the potential impacl. 

6. 3. 9.8 The sen• ice specified here is not intended as exclusionary o.f other types a/professional service, 
andji:~cully members may app(y !heir disciplinmy knowledge in significant ways /o areas notfiJrenamed. 

6.3. Ill Examples ofcommullity service include, but are no! limiled lo: 

6.3. I 0. I Active membership on local, s/atewide, or national professional boards, charilies, inslilu/ions. 
civic or advocacy grottps. 

6. 3. I II. 2 Offering consulling to local, statewide, or national professional organiza/ions, clwrilies, 
institutions, civic or advocacy groups. 

6. 3. I 0.3 Educaling through workshops, seminars, !alks Ia local, slatewide, or nalional professional 
organizations, charilies, institutions, civic or advocacy groups. 


